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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed
on demand. Paperback. 364 pages. Dimensions: 9.6in. x 6.7in. x 0.8in.Energy and Us opens with an
overview of energy and is followed with a detailed analysis of the production, consumption, uses,
reserves, costs, advantages, and disadvantages of petroleum, natural gas, coal, and uranium,
which are nonrenewable fuels. A similar evaluation covers biomass, geothermal, tidal, solar, water,
and wind, which are renewable sources of energy. The readers then learn about electricity, its uses,
and how it is generated. The Energy Information Administration in the Department of Energy
divides our energy usage into residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation sectors, and
Glenn Gibson examines these before discussing the pollution associated with energy, global
warming, and the environment in general. Finally, he presents an historic review of energy policy.
While not overly technical, this book does require some knowledge of elementary chemistry to fully
appreciate the data, and so the history and science of energy is provided in an appendix for those
who would like a refresher course. A summary of the units of measure and the conversion between
them is also included, along with a list of acronyms and their meanings....
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Comprehensive information for book lovers. This is for all who statte that there had not been a worth studying. Its been printed in an remarkably simple
way which is simply following i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, change the way i think.
-- Rebeka h Smith
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way
and it is only after i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ms. Julie Huels
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